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10.3.7 AL07: Castle Street 

Large vehicles turning left from Piper’s Row to Castle Street may be restricted when a tram is stopped at the southbound Metro 

Stop. This is because the width and kerb radii of Castle Street means that large vehicles turning left into it will have to swing out 

onto the southbound carriageway of Piper’s Row to undertake the turn.  To mitigate this, it is proposed that the kerb lines 

entering Castle Street from the south will be relaxed as part of the WCCE.   

10.3.8 AL08: Southbound Coach Stop, Piper’s Row 

The southbound coach stop will be removed to accommodate the southbound Metro stop.  Options for relocating the coach stop 

to different locations along Piper’s Row in the vicinity of the bus station have been explored however no feasible options were 

found. This issue is discussed in depth in Chapter 6. 

Wolverhampton Bus Station and National Express are currently in dialogue with regards accommodating National Express coach 

services at the bus station. It is unlikely that this will be feasible, although efforts will be made to accommodate those coaches 

with mobility impaired requirements due to the wide footway space required for use of the on-board lift facility. An alternative 

coach stop location has been identified on Tower Street which is viable and would not result in an unacceptable impact on coach 

users or the operator. 

10.3.9 AL09: Northbound Bus Stop, Piper’s Row 

The northbound bus stop on Piper’s Row will need to be removed to accommodate the northbound Metro stop. The bus stop is 

for unloading only, and used by three services that do not serve the bus station. There are no suitable alternative locations along 

Piper’s Row.  Therefore, the stop will be required to relocate elsewhere in the city centre. This is not considered to be a 

significant impact on bus services. 

10.3.10 AL10: NCP Car Park Access, Piper’s Row 

The existing two-way access to the NCP car park on Piper’s Row will need to be removed to accommodate the northbound Metro 

stop.  A new access to the car park is required from either Castle Street (along the northern side of the car park) or Tower Street 

(along its south side). 

Access from Tower Street is proposed, rather than Castle Street, as it is a two-way road, whereas the one-way operation of 

Castle Street would result in all vehicles leaving the car park being directed into the city centre.  To accommodate the new 

access, at least two on-street parking spaces would need to be removed from Tower Street. 

10.3.11 AL11: Law Courts, Piper’s Row 

The Ambulance Service desires an off-carriageway space near to the Law Courts in which to operate during an incident. They 

will continue to serve the law court by parking partially on the footway outside the building.  The gated access to the courts will be 

moved back to enable larger prisoner transfer vehicles to wait to enter without overhanging the Piper’s Row carriageway.   

10.4 Summary and Conclusion – Loading, Servicing and Access 

The above section has detailed the proposed measures for addressing access and loading issues arising from the WCCE 

scheme proposals. It is considered that acceptable mitigation has been identified and proposed for each access and servicing 

issue and incorporated within the WCCE scheme where appropriate. The WCCE scheme is therefore not considered to have an 

unacceptable impact on the access and servicing requirements of existing operations and businesses in the study area. 
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11.1 Introduction 

This chapter sets out the impact of the proposed WCCE scheme on both on and off-street parking provision within the study 

area. The route alignment will directly affect parking provision through geometric changes.  Indirect impacts will also occur due to 

mitigation measures proposed as part of the Access and Loading Strategy.  Furthermore, significant changes to parking facilities 

at the railway station will occur in future, but as a result of the WIP scheme rather than WCCE.   

 

11.2 Off-Street Parking 

The proposed WCCE scheme will require some land take from the NCP car park. The Piper’s Row carriageway will need to be 

widened to provide the northbound Metro stop at the bus station and to provide sufficient footway width, a small amount of NCP 

land will be required. Whilst NCP will determine the revised car park layout, a potential design has been considered which could 

provide 148 parking spaces. This will result in a net loss of 12 off-street parking spaces. 

The Piper’s Row access for this car park will be closed and an alternative access on Tower Street will be provided. Two-way 

traffic movements for all vehicles are allowed on Tower Street. Therefore this change in access location is not considered to 

result in a detrimental effect on the accessibility of the car park. 

Off-street parking facilities will be altered significantly at the rail station. There will be an increase in spaces from 502 to 

approximately 877. However, this will be as a result of the WIP scheme rather than WCCE. 

 

11.3 On-Street Parking 

Whilst there are no on-street parking facilities on the WCCE route, there will be an impact on on-street parking as a knock-on 

effect of proposed changes in access and loading required by the scheme. Providing a loading area at the eastern end of Queen 

Street will result in the loss of a small number of on-street parking spaces on Queen Street.  Additionally, the creation of an 

access to the NCP car park on Tower Street will require the removal of at least two on-street parking spaces. The relocation of 

the southbound coach stop on Piper’s Row to Tower Street would not have an impact on on-street parking as the proposed 

coach stop is currently a disused bus stop.   

In order to support the relocation of the taxi bay on Castle Street (as outlined in section 9.2), it will be necessary to remove two of 

the on-street parking bays on Castle Street.  This has been discussed with WCC as part of the ongoing consultation process and 

is not considered an issue.   

 

11.4 Disabled Parking 

The WCCE scheme will not have an impact on disabled parking provision. The re-design of the NCP car park layout will not 

result in a net loss of disabled parking spaces. It is not anticipated that any on-street disabled parking spaces will be removed as 

a result of the WCCE project. 

 

11.5 Conclusion 

It can be concluded that the proposed WCCE would not have a significant effect on existing off-street and on-street parking in the 

area, as the reduction in overall spaces would be minimal when set against the wider availability of parking in the immediate area 

and the City Centre as a whole.   

 

11 Impact Assessment: Parking 
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12.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the transport related environmental considerations of the proposed WCCE project. The information within 

this chapter is based on the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Scoping Report (Document Ref WCCE-ERP-200) prepared 

by AECOM in June 2013. From an environmental perspective, transport schemes primarily result in air quality and noise impacts. 

 

12.2 Air Quality 

A full Air Quality Assessment will be included within the EIA. WCCE has the potential to affect air quality in the following ways: 

- Dust effects and vehicle emissions associated with demolitions involved with the construction of the WCCE route.  

- Dust effects and vehicle emissions associated with the construction of the proposed tram line and additional tram stops.   

- Alterations to, and reconstruction of, the Bilston Street/Piper’s Row and Railway Drive/Fryer Street/Lichfield Street/Piper’s 

Row junctions. 

 

The WIP scheme will also result in air quality impacts, particularly as a result of the new station development and changes in 

vehicular access and car parking. It will be necessary to isolate the air quality impacts of WCCE to avoid incorporating impacts 

associated with WIP in the assessment.   

The proposed WCCE scheme is located within an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) and therefore existing air quality is 

considered to be of potential concern. WCC has identified a number of roads within the study area as Intensive Survey Areas 

(ISA), due to high concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) attributed to the proximity of the bus station. The ISAs include the 

following roads: 

- Lichfield Street.   

- Piper’s Row.   

- Queen Street. 

 

Additionally, annual mean fine particulate matter (PM10) concentrations are monitored at five sites across Wolverhampton, with 

the Lichfield Street site falling within the WCCE study area. 

As concluded in Chapter 5 of this TA the introduction of the tram route does not have a significant impact on general traffic in 

Wolverhampton or on the adjoining Ring Road.  It is therefore unlikely that the transport impact of the scheme will result in a 

significant impact on air quality in the study area during the operational phase.  It is understood that short-term air quality impacts 

resulting from the construction of the scheme will be addressed in the EIA, with appropriate mitigation proposed. 

 

12.3 Noise and Vibration 

A full Noise Impact Assessment will be included within the EIA. The proposed WCCE scheme will generate transport related 

noise through the operation of the trams along the extended route, any audible warning systems or public address systems, and 

any associated changes in traffic conditions and access and loading locations. Additionally, the construction phase of the scheme 

may have noise impacts associated with both demolitions and construction.  

The impact of noise will be related to both the decibel level of noise generated, and the number of sensitive receptors affected by 

that noise. The proposed route extension will pass within approximately 45-50m of the Grand Theatre, and approximately 10m of 

the Crown and County Court. Two hotels, the Britannia and Wulfrun Hotel, are identified immediately adjacent to the proposed 

route. There is a small level of residential accommodation located above ground floor commercial properties along the proposed 

route. Additionally, residential properties lie to the south of the Birmingham Canal, opposite the proposed termination point of the 

WCCE route. These receptors are located approximately 15-20m south of the extension route. Hotel and residential property also 

lie to the north of the proposed new Wolverhampton Rail Station building, north of the existing train lines.   

12 Environmental Considerations 
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The noise generated by the construction and operational phases of WCCE will be assessed in the EIA in terms of its impact on 

the sensitive receptors identified above. 
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A Construction Strategy (including a Construction Traffic Management Plan (TMP)), and a Code of Construction Practice 

(CoCP) will be developed in advance of the construction phase to improve the efficiency of construction and limit the potential 

adverse effects, including on transport.   

A draft Construction Strategy has been prepared.  It is proposed that this would be further developed and defined by the 

contractor appointed to construct the WCCE. There is a possibility that the construction of WCCE and the rail station elements of 

WIP will be undertaken simultaneously due to the programmes of both schemes. A high level of co-ordination between both 

project teams would therefore be required.   

Initial consultation has taken place with the Emergency Services and it is recommended that this continue. It will be necessary to 

develop an efficient and consistent Construction Traffic Management Plan (TMP) to minimise the effect of the construction of the 

WCCE on general traffic flows and to manage the movement of people and materials associated with the construction itself. 

WCCE works will be carried out in stages and as far as practicable avoiding peak traffic times in order to maintain maximum 

traffic circulation, particularly where works affect major junctions.  Loading and access requirements will be maintained as far as 

practicable, with all attempts made to minimise disruption to all traffic.   

Construction compounds have been identified and included within land proposed as part of the TWAO application. A construction 

compound approach utilising at least one site is recommended given the scale of the project.  However, the contractor will 

ultimately be responsible for the sites used and the construction methodology. The compound(s) would operate during the 

construction works, with a number of operational criteria considered, as exampled  below, further details will be included in the 

Code of Construction Practice: 

- Delivery Hours;   

- Environmental Issues;   

- Security;   

- Key Access Routes;   

- Extent of Route Served;.   

- Health and Safety; and   

- Approximate duration of the operation of the compound.   

 

A number of additional measures/considerations are also identified, which would need to be addressed prior to commencement 

of construction, further details of which will be included in the Code of Construction Practice. These would include: 

- Temporary Traffic Regulation Orders (TTRO) may be required at particular sites to ensure sufficient space for access/egress;   

- Visibility for vehicles at the newly created entrance to the compounds and other work sites, possible removal of obstructions; 

and   

- Temporary signage required to identify routes for delivery/construction vehicles.  Signage also for access and exit points of the 

compound.   
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14.1 Introduction 

AECOM Ltd has been commissioned by Centro to provide transport consultancy services for the proposed Wolverhampton City 

Centre Extension (WCCE) to Midland Metro Line 1. The scheme is being brought forward in partnership between Centro and 

Wolverhampton City Council (WCC).  It is currently anticipated that the scheme will open in 2018 

The Midland Metro Line 1 currently operates between Birmingham Snow Hill and Wolverhampton City Centre, terminating at 

Bilston Street. The proposed WCCE route will extend the Midland Metro route in Wolverhampton from Bilston Street to 

Wolverhampton Rail Station via Piper’s Row and Railway Drive.  The existing St George’s stop at Bilston Street will continue to 

be used by some services, with additional stops provided on Piper’s Row adjacent to the bus station, and at Wolverhampton Rail 

Station.   

WCCE will deliver the integration of public transport in Wolverhampton, and the improvement of connectivity between strategic 

centres, by the integration of bus, rail and tram.   

This report has formed a Transport Assessment (TA) in support of the TWA Order. The purpose of the TA is to identify and 

assess the potential impact of the proposed WCCE on all modes of transport and travel.   

 

14.2 Summary 

14.2.1 Transport Planning Policy Context 

The national policy agenda for transport focuses on the twin objectives of supporting economic development whilst addressing 

carbon emissions. WCCE will provide a significant contribution to these aims through linking the strategic centres of 

Wolverhampton and Birmingham and encouraging travel demand to be met by sustainable modes through providing greater 

integration in the public transport network.   

The Localism Act 2011 and NPPF 2012 promote Local Plans as the mechanism to identify local priorities and investment needs. 

The Black Country Core Strategy 2011-2026 is the Local Plan for the area, and is supported by SPDs and AAPs. WCCE fulfils 

the aims and objectives of the Black Country Core Strategy, as well as being specifically identified as a strategic priority in the 

West Midlands Local Transport Plan 3, 2011-2026.   

The WCCE project will contribute to achieving the aims of both local and national policy. It can therefore be considered entirely 

acceptable in policy terms.   

14.2.2 Baseline Transport Conditions 

WCCE extends the existing Metro line from Bilston Street to Wolverhampton Rail Station via Piper’s Row and Railway Drive.  In 

addition to these roads, a number of other roads are also considered to be within the study area as they adjoin the route.  The 

study area is therefore formed by the following routes and their junctions: 

- Bilston Street, Piper’s Row, Railway Drive, Tower Street, Castle Street, Queen Street, Berry Street, Lichfield Street. 

 

Pedestrian facilities are generally good along the WCCE route, with continuous lit footways adjacent to both sides of the 

carriageway and appropriate crossing provided where required.  A new pedestrian bridge over Ring Road St David’s was 

provided in 2011, linking bus and rail stations.   

The National Cycle Network Route 81 runs from Shrewsbury to Telford through Wolverhampton along Lichfield Street, through 

Victoria Square and onto Railway Drive, then diverts onto the canal towpath.  This route also provides access to the railway 

station.  The route through Wolverhampton is an unsegregated on-street route.   

The existing Midland Metro line terminates at the St George’s stop on Bilston Street.  The terminus has a large shelter providing 

real time travel information. Metro operates at a “turn up and go” frequency during the day time and will benefit from an increase 

in frequency and capacity delivered through the complimentary Birmingham City Centre Extension (BCCE) project at the 

opposite end of Midland Metro Line 1.   

14 Summary and Conclusions 
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Wolverhampton Bus Station has recently been developed into a modern facility, accommodating 19 bus stands. More than 30 

routes use the bus station, with more that 80 services departing during peak hours.   

The Wolverhampton Rail Station is located outside the Ring Road area and is linked to the City Centre via Railway Drive.  The 

railway station has various facilities including a short/long stay parking, multi-storey car park, taxi rank and cycle parking, 

provided as Sheffield stands.  The station will be comprehensively redeveloped as part of the committed WIP proposals, which 

will also move the station access point from Railway Drive to Corn Hill.   

Taxi ranks in the vicinity of the study are provided at Castle Street and the rail station.   

Wolverhampton City Centre is a controlled parking zone. Off-street parking is available at the rail station and NCP car park 

accessed from Piper’s Row. No on-street parking is provided on the WCCE route itself, although there are approximately 60 on-

street parking spaces provided across Berry Street, Queen Street, Castle Street and Tower Street. A proportionate level of 

disabled parking is available both on and off-street.   

Existing loading, accessing and servicing arrangements have been detailed.  Arrangements which could be affected by WCCE 

include nightclub and hotel servicing deliveries on Piper’s Row, and the use of the loading bay on Victoria Square to the north of 

the bus station.   

14.2.3 Proposed WCCE Alignment 

The TA has described the proposed alignment of the WCCE and related highway changes.   

14.2.4 Traffic Impact 

The TA has set out the impact of the WCCE proposals on traffic and junctions, which has been predicted using a VISSIM micro 

simulation model.  The following scenarios have been assessed:   

- (1) 2026 Do Nothing (model of future baseline scenario without WIP development completion) 

- (2) 2026 Do Reference Case (model of future reference case scenario assuming full WIP development completion and 

access relocation to Corn Hill) 

- (3) 2026 Do Something 1 (model to assess the WCCE scheme impact assuming full WIP development completion and 

access relocation to Corn Hill) 

- (4) 2026 Do-Something 2 (model to assess the WCCE scheme impact assuming access relocation to Corn Hill, however no 

WIP development completion. 
 

Comparative assessments have been undertaken to assess traffic impact of two variations of the WCCE scheme. 

Further to the VISSIM modelling, it has been concluded that the proposals are acceptable in terms of traffic impact.   

14.2.5 Impact on Buses 

The TA has demonstrated that WCCE will improve the integration of bus and Metro services. There will be some loss of amenity 

for users of bus services which alight at northbound stop ZB on Piper’s Row, and for coach users wishing to transfer to bus and 

rail services. However, the net impact for bus and coach users is considered to be positive.   

14.2.6 Pedestrian Impact 

In all instances, amendments to pedestrian facilities are considered minor and will not have a significant impact on pedestrian 

movements.   It can therefore be concluded that provision for pedestrians has been adequately considered and that the 

proposals are acceptable in terms of pedestrian accessibility.   

14.2.7 Impact on Cycling 

Provision for cyclists has been adequately considered. Whilst the introduction of tram tracks will result in a slip hazard, this is not 

considered to be a significant issue and it has not been possible to provide dedicated cycle facilities within the constraints of the 

scheme to mitigate this.   
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A cycling strategy has been developed which encourages cyclists to use alternative routes to access the rail station and NCN 81 

in order to avoid interaction with the tram on Pipers Row. The majority of the alternative routes already exist and signing will be 

required to better inform cyclists of these routes. Cyclists using NCN 81 will have a dedicated facility across Railway Drive bridge 

with designated crossing points in order to join the canalise section of NCN 81. 

14.2.8 Impact on Rail 

The proposed WCCE is not expected to have a detrimental effect on accessibility to the rail station or facilities provided at the 

station. It will provide a significant benefit to rail station accessibility in improving connections with Metro services through 

delivering a Metro stop at the rail station.  It will also provide a direct connection between the bus station and the rail station and 

to all areas along the existing Line 1 route.  The WCCE will also facilitate access to HS2 in the future via Line 1 and the proposed 

Metro Birmingham Eastside Extension (BEE) to Curzon Street Station. 

14.2.9 Impact on Taxis 

The proposed scheme is not considered to have a material impact on taxi accessibility. 

14.2.10 Access and Loading 

The TA has detailed the proposed measures for addressing access and loading issues arising from the WCCE scheme 

proposals. It is considered that acceptable mitigation has been identified and proposed for each access and servicing issue and 

incorporated within the WCCE scheme where appropriate. The WCCE scheme is therefore not considered to have an 

unacceptable impact on the access and servicing requirements of existing operations and businesses in the study area. 

14.2.11 Impact on Parking 

It can be concluded that the proposed WCCE would not have a significant effect on existing off-street and on-street parking in the 

area, as the reduction in overall spaces would be minimal when set against the wider availability of parking in the immediate area 

and the City Centre as a whole.   

 

14.3 Conclusion 

Based on the findings of this TA, in can be concluded that the transport impact of the proposals is acceptable and that there are 

no transport reasons why the TWA Order should not be successful.   
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1.1 Background 

In October 2012, AECOM were commissioned by Centro to undertake a micro-simulation traffic assessment of the proposed 

Wolverhampton City Centre Metro Extension (WCCE) scheme. This involved testing both the baseline layout and preferred 

scheme using the micro-simulation software VISSIM. 

The primary objective of the VISSIM model was to assess the operational performance of the Metro extension and its impact on 

the existing local highway network to assure key stakeholders, including Centro and Wolverhampton City Council (WCC) that the 

scheme delivers sufficient benefits with minimal impact.  

A secondary objective of the model was to assess the traffic impact of the relocation of the existing vehicular access to 

Wolverhampton Rail Station, and the accompanying Multi-Storey Car Park (MSCP), from Railway Drive to new access points 

located off Corn Hill.  The access arrangements to the station will be revised as part of the wider ‘Wolverhampton Interchange 

Project’ which involves the redevelopment of the bus and rail stations, along with supplementary mixed use development 

proposals, including the provision of a new MSCP. 

The preferred scheme has been tested using a 2026 Forecast Year; with background growth applied to the network in the form of 

known local committed developments and forecast station passenger growth. 

Before undertaking a forecasting assessment of the scheme proposal, a 2012 base year model was developed to ensure that the 

VISSIM model provides a realistic representation of existing traffic conditions and can therefore be used as a tool to assess a 

2026 forecast scenario.  

The development of the 2012 base model and the associated results can be found in the document: Wolverhampton City Centre 

Metro Extension – VISSIM Study: Local Model Validation Report (AECOM Ref WCCE-RRP-001, August 2013).  

This report describes the forecasting work undertaken, and the results of modelling of forecast scenarios. 

 

1.2 2026 Model Study Area 

The extents of the modelled study area have been maintained from the 2012 base model and include the local highway network 

within the vicinity of the existing bus and rail stations within Wolverhampton City Centre.  Figure 1.1 demonstrates the model 

study area, which includes the following junctions: 

 

J1. Horseley Fields / Corn Hill Signalised Junction 

J2. Horseley Fields / Middle Cross Signalised Junction 

J3. Bilston Island Signalised Roundabout 

J4. Bilston Street / Pipers Row Signalised Junction 

J5. Pipers Row / Tower Street / Bus Station / Castle Street 

J6. Pipers Row / Queen Street / Berry Street Priority Controlled Junction 

J7. Pipers Row / Lichfield Street / Fryer Street / Railway Drive Signalised Junction 

J8. Railway Drive at Wolverhampton Rail station 
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Figure 1.1 – Model Study Area 

 

1.3 Traffic Forecasting Report 

This Traffic Forecasting Report (TFR) is set out as follows: 

- Chapter 2 sets out the scheme background; 

- Chapter 3 outlines the traffic forecasting assumptions; 

- Chapter 4 outlines the forecast scenarios and matrix development;  

- Chapter 5 provides a summary of the performance of the 2026 model scenarios; and 

- Chapter 6 provides summary and conclusions. 
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2.1 Scheme Background 

The scheme is being brought forward in partnership between Centro, Neptune, Virgin, Network Rail and Wolverhampton City 

Council, with a business case being prepared. 

In 2009, AECOM undertook a study as part of the former Wolverhampton City Centre Loop (WCCL) proposals.  However, the 

proposed route of the Metro extension has been amended since the 2009 study and will now extend from the existing Metro Line 

1 track on Bilston Street and continue along Piper’s Row and Railway Drive, to Wolverhampton Rail station, continuing east for a 

short section before terminating on land to the east of Corn Hill. 

The current WCCE proposal differs from the former WCCL scheme with the omission of sections of the route along Bilston 

Street, Market Street, Princess Street and Lichfield Street and the subsequent inclusion of a northbound track on Piper’s Row, 

allowing trams to run concurrently in both directions.  

Two new tram stops are proposed as part of the Metro extension with two platforms on Piper’s Row (northbound and 

southbound) and two platforms outside Wolverhampton Rail station.  

It is proposed that the trams will operate on a six minute frequency and that all services will utilise the new Metro extension in the 

peaks, with the existing tram terminus at Bilston Street being no longer used at these times. 

The key feature of the scheme will be the integration of bus, rail and tram at a single site and the Metro will form an integral part 

of the Wolverhampton Interchange Project (WIP). 

The proposed WCCE scheme drawing providing an overview of the extension route and location of the four new tram stops 

within the City Centre can be found in Appendix A of this report. 

 

2.2 Wolverhampton Interchange Project Proposals 

As part of the wider WIP proposals, it is proposed that vehicular access to the station frontage and existing station parking will be 

relocated from Railway Drive to new access points off Corn Hill.  A new station frontage and drop off area is proposed as part of 

the WIP proposals, along with the provision of a new expanded MSCP with the capacity of approximately 900 spaces. The 

changes to the proposed access arrangements have been considered as part of this study and will be assessed in more detail 

within later sections of this report. 

The location of the proposed new station access and multi-storey car park access are also shown pictorially in the proposed 

scheme drawing within Appendix A. 

As the WIP is an ongoing development project, with Phase 1 now completed and Phase 2 underway, the latest land use 

schedule was obtained from Neptune in order to ascertain a revised forecast for the level of development traffic, netting out any 

existing development demand that had to date been completed or fitted out and would therefore been included within the existing 

2012 counts/matrices. 
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3.1 Overview 

This section outlines the forecasting assumptions made regarding background traffic growth and estimates for future 

development that were considered prior to the development of the 2026 VISSIM matrices. 

 

3.2 Background Growth 

The development of the 2012 base year matrices that were used in the 2012 VISSIM models is described in full in the Local 

Model Validation Report (LMVR).  These matrices were based on a series of traffic counts collected within the study area during 

2012, with a small number of additional counts from 2009 used and locally adjusted to 2012 levels to enable a consistent base. 

In order to develop a set of 2026 forecast year matrices to be used within the 2026 VISSIM models, it was initially proposed to 

use locally adjusted TEMPRO growth factors.  Using TEMPRO 6.2 for the Wolverhampton study area, the locally adjusted 

TEMPRO growth factors between a 2012 base year and 2026 future year are approximately 20% in both the AM and PM peak 

periods.  At a district level, this forecast level of growth may be appropriate, however it was envisaged that this level of growth 

was unrealistic for the City Centre, representing an overestimation of the likely level of forecast growth that may occur. 

Furthermore, given capacity constraints within the existing local highway network, subsequent traffic re-assignment away from 

the Ring Road is likely should such congestion occur. 

Initial 2026 model testing demonstrated that the application of 20% TEMPRO growth resulted in very large levels of queuing and 

delay throughout the network. As such, it was deemed that the benefits of taking forward and fully developing the 2026 VISSIM 

models (with and without Metro) based on a TEMPRO based approach were minimal. The level of congestion demonstrated 

within the initial model runs would have led to difficulty in drawing out independent and meaningful conclusions from the 

modelling study. 

Therefore, a revised forecasting approach based on station background growth (linked to passenger forecasts) and known 

committed local development was taken forward.  It is believed that this forecasting approach provides a more robust 

assessment with growth tailored towards the rail station and known local developments, as opposed to a network wide blanket 

TEMPRO growth factor.  It is considered that this provides a more robust modelling approach, enabling more accurate 

conclusions to be drawn from the VISSIM study.   

 

3.3 Station Background Growth 

In order to calculate an accurate level of station background growth that will use both the multi-storey station car park and station 

drop off areas, it was proposed to use growth factors from the 2011 West Midlands and Chiltern Route Utilisation Strategy where 

Network Rail forecast annual passenger growth of 2.2% per annum between 2009 and 2021.  

Given the 14 intermediate years between 2012 and 2026, the application of 2.2% passenger growth per annum results in a 

growth factor of 30.8%.  This growth factor has been applied to the row and column totals of the VISSIM Origin-Destination (O-D) 

matrix for Zone 16 (Railway Station), Zone 17 (Existing Station MSCP) and Zone 23 (Station Taxi Rank), under the assumption 

that vehicular traffic to the station will grow in parity to passenger growth forecasts. 

The background growth equates to: 

-  An increase of 410 two way trips along Railway Drive during the 07:00 – 09:30 period (of which 72 are associated with the 

MSCP) and an increase of 98 two way taxi trips along Railway Drive. 

- An increase of 389 two way car trips along Railway Drive during the 16:00 – 18:30 period (of which 63 are associated with the 

MSCP) and an increase of 79 two way taxi trips along Railway Drive. 

 

As outlined in section 2.2, the proposed MSCP will have a capacity of approximately 900 spaces.  The addition of 72 two way 

background trips across the 07:00 – 09:30 AM peak period and 63 two way background trips across the 16:00 – 18:30 peak 

periods when compared against the 2012 base matrix demands (which were developed using counts) indicate that this addition 

3 Traffic Forecasting 

Assumptions   
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of growth into the MSCP will be easily accommodated by the proposed 900 space MSCP on top of the 2012 AM peak period two 

way flow of 233 vehicles and 2012 PM peak period two way flow of 210 vehicles.   

The full breakdown of the development of the station and MSCP background forecasts can be found below in Tables 3.1 – 3.8 

AM peak 
Zone 16 – Station Inbound Zone 16 – Station Outbound 

2012 (cars) Growth (30.8%) 2012 (cars) Growth (30.8%) 

07:00 – 07:30 110 34 124 38 

07:30 – 08:30 264 81 273 84 

08:30 – 09:30 170 52 157 49 

Total 554 167 544 171 

Table 3.1 – Forecast Station Background Growth – AM Cars 

AM peak 
Zone 17 – MSCP Inbound Zone 17 – MSCP Outbound 

2012 (cars) Growth (30.8%) 2012 (cars) Growth (30.8%) 

07:00 – 07:30 57 18 4 1 

07:30 – 08:30 93 29 2 1 

08:30 – 09:30 76 23 1 0 

Total 226 70 7 2 

Table 3.2 – Forecast MSCP Background Growth – AM Cars 

AM peak 
Zone 16 – Station Inbound Zone 16 – Station Outbound 

2012 (taxi) Growth (30.8%) 2012 (taxi) Growth (30.8%) 

07:00 – 07:30 8 2 8 2 

07:30 – 08:30 26 8 26 8 

08:30 – 09:30 19 6 19 6 

Total 53 16 53 16 

Table 3.3 – Forecast Station Background Growth – AM Taxis 

AM peak 
Zone 23 – Taxi Rank Inbound Zone 23 – Taxi Rank Outbound 

2012 (taxi) Growth (30.8%) 2012 (taxi) Growth (30.8%) 

07:00 – 07:30 10 3 13 4 

07:30 – 08:30 24 7 36 11 

08:30 – 09:30 51 15 43 13 

Total 85 26 92 28 

Table 3.4 – Forecast Taxi Rank Background Growth – AM Taxis 
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PM peak 
Zone 16 – Station Inbound Zone 16 – Station Outbound 

2012 (cars) Growth (30.8%) 2012 (cars) Growth (30.8%) 

16:00 – 16:30 85 26 88 26 

16:30 – 17:30 212 64 195 59 

17:30 – 18:30 253 76 242 73 

Total 550 165 525 158 

Table 3.5 – Forecast Station Background Growth – PM Cars 

PM peak 
Zone 17 – MSCP Inbound Zone 17 – MSCP Outbound 

2012 (cars) Growth (30.8%) 2012 (cars) Growth (30.8%) 

16:00 – 16:30 9 3 19 6 

16:30 – 17:30 14 4 56 17 

17:30 – 18:30 28 8 84 25 

Total 51 15 159 48 

Table 3.6 – MSCP Background Growth – PM Cars 

PM peak 
Zone 16 – Station Inbound Zone 16 – Station Outbound 

2012 (taxi) Growth (30.8%) 2012 (taxi) Growth (30.8%) 

16:00 – 16:30 7 2 9 3 

16:30 – 17:30 15 5 20 6 

17:30 – 18:30 10 3 15 5 

Total 32 10 44 13 

Table 3.7 – Forecast Background Station Growth – PM Taxis 

PM peak 
Zone 23 – Taxi Rank Inbound Zone 23 – Taxi Rank Outbound 

2012 (taxi) Growth (30.8%) 2012 (taxi) Growth (30.8%) 

16:00 – 16:30 22 7 23 7 

16:30 – 17:30 32 10 30 9 

17:30 – 18:30 44 13 35 11 

Total 98 29 88 26 

Table 3.8 – Forecast Taxi Rank Background Growth – PM Taxis 

Therefore, to summarise the level of forecast station, car park and taxi rank background growth: 

 For zone 16 (the station access) there will be an additional 183 and arrivals across the AM peak period and 175 arrivals 

for the PM peak period, 

 For zone 16 (the station access) there will be an additional 187 departures for the AM peak period and 171 departures 

for the PM peak period, 
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 For zone 17 (MSCP) there will be an additional 70 arrivals for the AM peak period and 15 arrivals for the PM peak 

period, 

 For zone 17 (MSCP) there will be an additional 2 departures for the AM peak period and 48 departures for the PM peak 

period, 

 For zone 23 (taxi rank) there will be an additional 26 arrivals for the AM peak period and 10 arrivals for the PM peak 

period, 

 For zone 23 (taxi) there will be an additional 28 departures for the AM peak period and 13 departures for the PM peak 

period. 

These growth volumes are based on the application of background forecast station passenger growth factors to observed 2012 

traffic flows. 
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3.4 Committed Development – TESCO Store 

There are two known local committed developments that are deemed to have a significant impact on local traffic conditions within 

the vicinity of the model study area. 

The first of these committed developments is the proposed new Tesco Supermarket store, which is located to the south of the 

model study area on land associated with the former Royal Hospital site. The site access is located off the A41 Bilston Road.  A 

Transport Assessment (TA) to support the development, produced by Ove Arup and Partners Ltd in March 2011 on behalf of 

Tesco Stores Ltd was provided to AECOM and used as the reference point in order to establish a quantum of development trips 

in line with the methodology undertaken by ARUP. 

A network diagram of the total PM peak development traffic, which was developed under the assumption of 50% transfer trips, 

was provided within Appendix A / Figure E of the ARUP TA.  This network diagram provided the full forecast net change in trip 

distribution at the Bilston Street Island roundabout associated with the opening of the new Tesco store.  This network diagram 

can be found in Appendix B of this forecasting note for reference. 

As the traffic impact assessment of the ARUP TA covered only the 17:00 – 18:00 PM peak hour and 12:00 – 13:00 Saturday 

peak hour, a number of assumptions have been made in order expand the committed trip generation associated with the Tesco 

store. This was done to enable compatibility with the AM peak model and to also account for the fact that the VISISM models 

represent peak period as opposed to peak hours.  

In order to calculate forecast development traffic for the AM peak period, analysis has been undertaken using TRICS. Trip 

generation rates for supermarket stores were obtained in order to calculate a weighting factor to be used against the 

conventional 17:00-18:00 PM peak hour, which was used as the basis for the calculation of development traffic within the ARUP 

TA.  This analysis determined that the AM peak period (sum of trip rates between 07:00 – 10:00) was approximately 42% of the 

PM peak period (16:00 – 19:00) trip rates.  Therefore, the trips within the development traffic network diagram in the ARUP TA 

(Appendix A / Figure E) have been factored by 42% in order to calculate an estimate of Tesco related AM development traffic.  

The full TRICS outputs and analysis can be found in Appendix C of this report. 

In order to expand these forecast peak hour Tesco development trip forecasts into peak period forecasts, factors for the total sum 

of turns through the Bilston Street Island roundabout have been calculated. This was done using the total sum of turns through 

Bilston Street Island roundabout in the 2012 VISSIM base matrices and applying to the respective peak hour forecast 

development trips in order to provide an estimation of Tesco based development traffic and distribution for the full peak period. 

The following factors and subsequent growth in turning movements through the junction was established: 

AM peak 
Bilston Street Island Roundabout –  

2012 Sum of Turns (Cars) 
Factor 

Nett Increase in Flow at Bilston Street 
Island Roundabout 

07:00 – 07:30 1305 0.30 71 

07:30 – 08:30 4331 1.00 237 

08:30 – 09:30 4333 1.00 237 

Table 3.9 – AM Peak – Tesco Development – Forecast Trip Generation 

 

PM peak 
Bilston Street Island Roundabout –  

2012 Sum of Turns (Cars) 
Factor 

Nett Increase in Flow at Bilston Street 
Island Roundabout 

16:00 – 16:30 2355 0.46 260 

16:30 – 17:30 5112 1.00 564 

17:30 – 18:30 4797 0.94 529 

Table 3.10 – PM Peak – Tesco Development – Forecast Trip Generation 
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Therefore, the opening of a new Tesco store and its traffic impact on the Bilston Street Island roundabout has been fully 

considered within the 2026 forecasting methodology to enable a robust assessment.   

 

3.5 Committed Development – Wolverhampton Interchange Project 

Under the Wolverhampton Interchange Project (WIP) development proposals, a mixed use development land use mix is 

proposed to compliment the improvements to the bus, rail and Metro connectivity. 

A TA was produced by JMP in 2009 to support the planning application by Neptune Development Ltd for the WIP and this TA 

provided a detailed development breakdown and trip generation forecasts for the development as a whole.   

As the JMP TA is now four years old, Phase 1 of the WIP has been completed and Phase 2 is underway. A revised land use 

schedule was obtained from Neptune Developments Ltd in order to update the trip generation forecasts for parcels of the 

development that are not yet constructed or fitted out.  This allowed the associated development traffic, which would be excluded 

from the 2012 counts, to be ascertained.  A comparison of the schedule of land uses assumed by JMP in 2009 and AECOM in 

2013 for the purposes of trip generation forecasting for use within the context of a traffic modelling assessment is provided below 

in Table 3.11.   

 

Land Use 2009 JMP TA 
2013 AECOM 

TFR 

Office (sq.m GFA) 25,157  22,912 

Retail (sq.m GFA) 2,428 1,929 

Residential (dwellings) 51  - 

Hotel (bedrooms) 294 100 

Leisure (sq.m GFA) 3,905 2,824 

Table 3.11 – Comparison of Neptune Development Land Use Schedules 

The comparison above indicates that AECOM have assessed a lower development mix than previously assessed by JMP.  This 

is because of the progression of the WIP development over the past four years and changes to the overall land-use-mix. 

The same TRICS sites as used in the JMP TA were by used for consistency.  As demonstrated above in table 3.11 there is no 

longer any residential land use associated with the mixed use development proposals.  However, as the trip rates for each 

element of the development were calculated independently as opposed to an overall mixed use development site, the JMP 

TRICS outputs and associated sites remain valid.  

The latest land use schedule was used to update the forecast trip generation for the development and the ‘total person’ TRIP 

rates from the JMP TA were maintained for consistency.  The full trips outputs from the JMP TA can be found in Appendix D of 

this report and are summarised in Table 3.12 and 3.13 below. 

Land Use 
(0700 – 0800) (0800 – 0900) (0900 – 1000) 

Arrivals Departures Arrivals Departures Arrivals Departures 

Office 0.531 0.068 2.095 0.224 2.27 1.031 

Retail 3.684 3.433 7.439 6.617 7.403 6.795 

Hotel (per bedroom) 0.192 0.154 0.184 0.223 0.319 0.407 

Leisure 0.653 0.133 0.66 0.541 1.587 0.69 

Table 3.12 – AM Peak – Total Person Trip Rates (JMP TA 2009) 
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Land Use 
(1600 – 1700) (1700 – 1800) (1800 – 1900) 

Arrivals Departures Arrivals Departures Arrivals Departures 

Office 0.751 2.232 0.269 1.387 0.103 0.379 

Retail 5.973 4.077 6.867 7.546 4.936 5.472 

Hotel (per bedroom) 0.214 0.286 0.319 0.195 0.33 0.228 

Leisure 2.536 1.35 2.514 2.944 2.262 2.076 

Table 3.13 – PM Peak – Total Person Trip Rates (JMP TA 2009) 

Census data in the form of 2001 UK travel flows (ward) to the 00CWFQ St Peter’s Ward, in which the development site is 

located, was used to convert the total person trip rates into car driver trip rates.  The full census output data can be found within 

Appendix E for reference, whilst Tables 3.14 and 3.15 below summarise the car driver trip rates.  

 

Land Use 
(0700 – 0800) (0800 – 0900) (0900 – 1000) 

Arrivals Departures Arrivals Departures Arrivals Departures 

Office 0.303 0.039 1.194 0.128 1.294 0.588 

Retail 2.100 1.957 4.240 3.772 4.220 3.873 

Hotel (per bedroom) 0.109 0.088 0.105 0.127 0.182 0.232 

Leisure 0.372 0.076 0.376 0.308 0.905 0.393 

Table 3.14 – AM Peak – Car Driver Trip Rates 

Land Use 
(1600 – 1700) (1700 – 1800) (1800 – 1900) 

Arrivals Departures Arrivals Departures Arrivals Departures 

Office 0.428 1.272 0.153 0.791 0.059 0.216 

Retail 3.404 2.324 3.914 4.301 2.813 3.119 

Hotel (per bedroom) 0.122 0.163 0.182 0.111 0.188 0.130 

Leisure 1.445 0.769 1.433 1.678 1.289 1.183 

Table 3.15 – PM Peak – Car Driver Trip Rates 

Therefore, by applying the revised car driver trip rates to the latest land use schedule, the following car trip generations have 

been calculated as outlined in Tables 3.16 and 3.17 below. 
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Land Use 
(0700 – 0800) (0800 – 0900) (0900 – 1000) 

Arrivals Departures Arrivals Departures Arrivals Departures 

Office 69 9 274 29 296 135 

Retail 41 38 82 73 81 75 

Hotel (per bedroom) 11 9 10 13 18 23 

Leisure 11 2 11 9 26 11 

Total 131 58 376 123 422 244 

Table 3.16 – AM Peak – Development Traffic Trip Generation 

Land Use 
(1600 – 1700) (1700 – 1800) (1800 – 1900) 

Arrivals Departures Arrivals Departures Arrivals Departures 

Office 98 291 35 181 13 49 

Retail 66 45 75 83 54 60 

Hotel (per bedroom) 12 16 18 11 19 13 

Leisure 41 22 40 47 36 33 

Total 217 374 169 323 123 156 

Table 3.17 – PM Peak – Development Traffic Trip Generation 

The 2001 Census data was also used to develop the trip distribution associated with the development traffic.  The census UK 

travel flows were downloaded from the Nomis website and used in order to determine the origin wards of trips into the St Peter’s 

Wolverhampton ward.   

The trip distribution methodology followed a three stage approach. 

Stage 1 – Determine Origin of Census Wards 

Route planning software was used to determine the primary route into Wolverhampton City Centre for the 2001 Census wards 

(using the same corridors as included within the annual Wolverhampton Cordon Survey).  For the purposes of the assessment, 

the census wards were limited to those with 20 trips and above.  Following this filtering exercise, a total of 136 origin wards were 

given assigned routes with car driver demands to the St Peter’s ward of between 20 and 488 trips. 

Stage 2 – Determine Route into Modelled Study Area 

 Routes from each corridor into the model were derived using a series of local assumptions for routing to the MSCP in order to 

apply a spatial distribution.  Table 3.18 below outlines the assumptions behind the development of a spatial distribution using 

census data.  As the extents of the modelled network are not sufficient enough to allow route choice to the MSCP within the 

model, it has been further assumed that 50% of the development traffic from the north via Ring Road St Patrick’s would access 

the station via turning left onto Wednesfield Road and onto Sun Street, with the remaining 50% of development traffic accessing 

the station from Ring Road St David’s via Horseley Fields and Corn Hill. 
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Assigned Route Corridor Model Zone Entry/Exit Point 

A449 Penn Road Zone 2– Ring Road St George’s 

A454 Compton Road Zone 15 – Ring Road St David’s 50% / Zone 18 – Sun Street 50% 

A449 Stafford Road Zone 15 – Ring Road St David’s 50% / Zone 18 – Sun Street 50% 

A454 Willenhall Road Zone 21 – Horseley Fields 

A4123 Birmingham New Road Zone 2 – Ring Road St George’s 50% / Zone 1 Bilston Road 50% 

A41 Bilston Road Zone 1 – Bilston Road 

A460 Cannock Road Zone 18 – Sun Street 

A459 Dudley Road Zone 2 – Ring Road St George’s 

A4124 Wednesfield Road Zone 18 – Sun Street 

A41 Tettenhall Road Zone 15 – Ring Road St David’s 50% / Zone 18 – Sun Street 50% 

New Hampton Road Zone 15 – Ring Road St David’s 50% / Zone 18 – Sun Street 50% 

Table 3.18 – Trip Distribution Assumptions 

Stage 3 – Develop Local Trip Distribution for Development Flows 

Using the assigned routes outlined above in Table 3.18, the volumes from each census ward to each VISSIM model zone were 

ascertained and used to determine a spatial distribution for the development traffic. 

Table 3.19 below provides an overview of the final development traffic trip distribution that was applied to the forecast 

development traffic trip generation. 

 

Model Corridor VISSIM Zone Total Census Flow Distribution Factor 

Ring Road St Georges 2 2940 23.44% 

Ring Road St Davids 15 2559 20.40% 

Sun Street 18 4521 36.04% 

Bilston Road 1 1362 10.86% 

Horseley Fields 21 1161 9.26% 

Table 3.19 – Census Based Trip Distribution 

Therefore, a census based trip distribution has been used to develop a local trip distribution for the forecast development traffic 

within the modelled study area.  Looking at the MSCP, which acts as the only destination zone for development traffic 

approximately one third of traffic will access the  MSCP from the north via Sun Street (via the Sun Street / Wednesfield Road 

junction) whilst two thirds will access / egress via Corn Hill (Corn Hill / Middle Cross junction) 

Adjustments were made to the forecast hourly car driver trip rates to account for the difference in time period between the TRIP 

rate analysis and modelled peak periods. 

Tables 3.20 and 3.21 below provide a summary of the forecast trip generation that have been used to inform the development of 

the VISSIM matrices associated with development traffic. 
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Land Use 
AM Peak (07:00 – 07:30) AM Peak (07:30 – 08:30) AM Peak (08:30 – 09:30) 

Arr Dep Arr Dep Arr Dep 

Office 35 4 171 19 285 82 

Retail 20 19 61 55 82 74 

Residential - - - - - - 

Hotel 5 4 11 11 14 18 

Leisure 5 1 11 5 18 10 

TOTAL 66 29 254           90          399          184 

Table 3.20 – AM Peak – WIP Development – Forecast Trip Generation 

Land Use 
PM Peak (16:00 – 16:30) PM Peak (16:30 – 17:30) PM Peak (17:30 – 18:30) 

Arr Dep Arr Dep Arr Dep 

Office 49 146 67 236 24 115 

Retail 33 22 71 64 65 72 

Residential - - - - - - 

Hotel 6 8 15 14 18 12 

Leisure 20 11 41 35 38 40 

TOTAL 108 187 193 348 146 239 

Table 3.21 – PM Peak – WIP Development – Forecast Trip Generation 

The trip distribution and assignment of the forecast development traffic will be considered within full in Section 4 under ‘Matrix 

Development’. However it has been assumed that, for the purposes of the VISSIM assessment, 50% of the total forecast 

development traffic outlined above in Tables 3.20 and 3.21 will be assessed within the VISSIM assessment under the 

assumption that not all development traffic would utilise the MSCP.  This is considered a robust assumption because data, 

provided by Centro from the 2010 station survey at Wolverhampton Rail Station, showed that 57% of passengers driving to the 

station did not park in the Rail Station MSCP. 

When compared against the development traffic forecasts of the 2009 JMP TA, the revised forecasting approach for WIP 

development traffic under the assumption that 50% of the forecast WIP development traffic will park within the MSCP with the 

remaining 50% parking outside the network; then the matrix totals demonstrate an excellent match to the levels of traffic 

assessed in the previously assessed JMP study: 

 JMP AM Peak (08:00 – 09:00) – arrivals 223 / departures 80 / total – 303* 

 AECOM revised forecast (08:30 – 09:30) – arrivals 200 / departures 92 / total – 292. 

 JMP PM peak (17:00 – 18:00) – arrivals 96 / departures 171 / total – 262* 

 AECOM PM peak (16:30 – 17:30) – 97 arrivals / 175 departures  / total - 272 

*Source – JMP TA 2009 – Table 9.18 
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3.6 Public Realm Improvements 

In order to support the wider public realm improvements for Wolverhampton City Centre, a number of changes to the local 

highway network are proposed and these are outlined in more detail in section 4 below. 

These local highway network changes to support public realm improvements will fundamentally affect the flow on certain key 

links within the modelled study area as existing routes in the baseline scenario will no longer be feasible, therefore, route re-

assignment will occur.  This has been considered within AECOM’s matrix build methodology (outlined in section 4 below). 

Evidence from the Wolverhampton City Centre SATURN model indicates that the public realm improvements will generate in the 

region of 50 peak hour PCU trips in each direction on Bilston Street.  Therefore, this additional demand has been included within 

all of AECOM’s 2026 future year VISSIM matrices for additional clarity. 

3.7 Summary 

The benefits of proceeding with the 2026 modelling study using traffic matrices developed using TEMPRO background growth 

are limited. This is due to the lack of adequate capacity within the existing highway layout and subsequent traffic re-assignment 

away from the Ring Road that would likely occur should such forecast levels of congestion occur. 

Therefore, in order to proceed with the study, a revised forecasting approach based upon known local committed development 

was undertaken as opposed to the TEMPRO based approach. 

Development traffic forecasts for the Tesco development and Neptune WIP developments are based on evidence from the 

respective Transport Assessments, undertaken by Arup (2011) and JMP (2009) respectively.  An update on the land use 

schedule for the Neptune Development has been obtained in order to update the trip generation forecasts. 

The trip distribution for development traffic has been determined using 2001 Census travel to work data for the St Peters Ward.  

The revised development traffic growth has been compared with the values previously assessed by JMP within the 2009 study 

and the development traffic forecasts represent an excellent match. 

Background traffic growth to the station will be applied using passenger growth forecasts from the 2011 West Midlands and 

Chiltern Route Utilisation Strategy. 

Evidence from the Wolverhampton City Centre SATURN model has been used to add an additional 50 peak hour PCU trips in 

each direction along Bilston Street.  This growth linked to the wider public realm improvements has been included within all 2026 

modelled scenarios. 

It is envisaged that this revised forecasting approach will provide a more realistic and stable platform to be used in the 2026 

VISSIM modelling of the WCCE scheme.   

 

 

 



 

4 Forecast Scenarios and Matrix 

Development 
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4.1 Introduction 

This section identifies the modelled scenarios that have been assessed in terms of the physical modelled network assumptions, 

the forecast demand scenarios that have been developed for the purposes of the assessment and how these forecasts have 

been prepared and tested within the context of the micro-simulation assessment.  

A suitable forecast is required to test the performance of the Metro extension layout using the VISSIM modelling software.  For 

the purposes of this report, a design year of 2026 was assumed. 

Three different VISSIM networks have been used within the forecast year modelling study.  The development of each of these 

networks from a physical layout perspective is outlined in section 4.2. 

The zone numbering system has been maintained from that utilised within the 2012 base model (as outlined within the LMVR).  

Section 4.3 provides an overview of adaptations to the zoning system in order to support the three 2026 VISSIM networks. 

From a demand perspective, three different demand scenarios (matrices) have been developed for use in the forecast modelling 

study.  These demand scenarios are summarised in section 4.4 and are subsequently considered in detail in sections 4.5, 4.6 

and 4.7. 

A total of four VISSIM model scenarios have been developed for both the AM and the PM peak periods.  A summary table 

outlining the respective network and demand set to inform each modelled scenario can be found in section 4.9. 

A number of comparative assessments are required from the modelling study in order to provide the traffic evidence base.  An 

overview of the comparative assessments used within the study is provided in section 4.10. 

 

4.2 Modelled Networks 

The 2012 AM and PM VISSIM networks were taken forward in order to develop the following three 2026 model networks:   

1) 2026 Do-Nothing (future base without WIP development)  

This comprises the 2012 base network with modifications to accommodate planned highway and public realm 

improvements.  The network amendments included the reversal in direction of Queen Street and subsequently the 

signalisation of the Queen Street / Pipers Row junction.  Additionally, the pedestrian zone at the northern end of Pipers 

Row was fully enforced. 

 

It should be noted that access to the station and MSCP is still maintained via Railway Drive and there is no relocation of 

access to Corn Hill. 

 

This network does not consider the Metro extension scheme and does not consider the relocation of access 

arrangements from Railway Drive to Corn Hill in order to support station redevelopment and WIP development. 

 

  

2) 2026 Reference Case (adopted highway network to support WIP development)  

The 2026 reference case network is representative of a future baseline layout that not only considers planned local 

highway and public realm improvements, but also the relocation of station and car park access arrangements from 

Railway Drive to Corn Hill.  

 

The relocation of the station and car park access points from Railway Drive to Corn Hill is need in order to assist in the 

delivery of the WIP development and station redevelopment. 

 

It should be noted that this network does not consider the Metro extension scheme. 

 

 

4 Forecast Scenarios and Matrix 

Development 
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3) 2026 Do-Something (adopted highway network to support both WIP and WCCE extension)  

The 2026 Do-Something network is representative of the 2026 reference case network, with the addition of the Metro 

extension scheme along Pipers Row and Railway Drive. 

 

The 2026 Do-Something network is the only one of the three VISSIM networks developed by AECOM to consider the 

scheme.   

   

As the Tesco development is outside the extents of the modelled study area, there are no network impacts (i.e. there are only 

flow impacts) associated with the committed development.   

 

An overview of the three modelled networks can be found below in Figures 4.1 to 4.3. 
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Figure 4.1: 2026 Do-Nothing 
 

2012 base network with following changes: 
 

A. Reversal of direction – Queen Street 
B. New signalised junction – Queen Street / Pipers Row 
C. Pipers Row pedestrian zone enforcement. 
D. Re-opening of Sun Street 

 

 

Figure 4.2: 2026 Reference Case 
 

2026 Do-Nothing Network with following changes: 
 

A. Relocation and provision of new vehicular access to 
station and MSCP from Railway Drive to Corn Hill. 

B. Removal of Gallan Corn Hill Car Park (which will form 
plot 7 of the WIP).   
 

 

Figure 4.3: 2026 Do-Something (WCCE scheme) 
 

2026 Reference Case network with following changes: 
 

A. Full WCCE scheme including: 
a. Re-designed Bilston Street / Pipers Row signalised 

junction 
b. On-street Metro running on Pipers Row 
c. Railway Drive now Metro only. 
d. New Metro stops on Pipers Row and outside station 

frontage 
e. Relocation of Pipers Row NCP car park access onto 

Tower Street 
f. New pedestrian crossing / Metro priority gate on 

Pipers Row 
g. Re-designed Pipers Row / Railway Drive junction 

 

  

 

4.3 Zone Structure 

The zoning structure for the 2026 Do-Nothing, 2026 Reference Case and 2026 Do-Something networks are shown in Figure 4.4, 

Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 respectively. 
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 Figure 4.4 – 2026 Do-Nothing Model Zone Structure  

 

Zone 1: A41 (Bilston Road) 
Zone 2: Ring Road St George’s  
Zone 3: St Georges Parade 
Zone 4: Bilston Street entry 
Zone 5: Tower Street 
Zone 6: Court Car Park 
Zone 7: Bus Station exit 
Zone 8: Bus Station exit 

Zone 9: Piper’s Row Car Park 
Zone 10: Castle Street 
Zone 11: Queen Street 
Zone 12: Berry Street 
Zone 13: Lichfield Street 
Zone 14: Fryer Street 
Zone 15: Ring Road St David’s 
Zone 16: Station Drop and Go 

Zone 17: Station Multi-storey Car Park 
Zone 18: Sun Street 
Zone 19: Corn Hill Car Park 
Zone 20: Union Mill Street 
Zone 21: A454 (Horseley Fields) 
Zone 22: Union Street 
Zone 23: Station Taxi Rank 
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Figure 4.5 – 2026 Reference Case Model Zone Structure 

 

Zone 1: A41 (Bilston Road) 
Zone 2: Ring Road St George’s  
Zone 3: St Georges Parade 
Zone 4: Bilston Street entry 
Zone 5: Tower Street 
Zone 6: Court Car Park 
Zone 7: Bus Station exit 
Zone 8: Bus Station exit 

Zone 9: Piper’s Row Car Park 
Zone 10: Castle Street 
Zone 11: Queen Street 
Zone 12: Berry Street 
Zone 13: Lichfield Street 
Zone 14: Fryer Street 
Zone 15: Ring Road St David’s 
Zone 16: Station Access 

Zone 17: Multi-storey Car Park 
Zone 18: Sun Street 
Zone 20: Union Mill Street 
Zone 21: A454 (Horseley Fields) 
Zone 22: Union Street 
Zone 23: Station Taxi Rank 
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Figure 4.6 – 2026 Do Something (WCCE Scheme) Model Zone Structure  

 

Zone 1: A41 (Bilston Road) 
Zone 2: Ring Road St George’s  
Zone 3: St Georges Parade 
Zone 4: Bilston Street entry 
Zone 5: Tower Street 
Zone 6: Court Car Park 
Zone 7: Bus Station exit 
Zone 8: Bus Station exit 

Zone 9: Piper’s Row Car Park 
Zone 10: Castle Street 
Zone 11: Queen Street 
Zone 12: Berry Street 
Zone 13: Lichfield Street 
Zone 14: Fryer Street 
Zone 15: Ring Road St David’s 
Zone 16: Station Access 

Zone 17: Multi-storey Car Park 
Zone 18: Sun Street 
Zone 20: Union Mill Street 
Zone 21: A454 (Horseley Fields) 
Zone 22: Union Street 
Zone 23: Station Taxi Rank 
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The zone plans outlined above in Figures 4.4 – 4.6 demonstrate pictorially the change in the model zoning structure between 

each of the three 2026 VISSIM networks. To summarise: 

4) 2026 Do-Nothing 

o 2012 base zoning system and zone locations; 

o 23 zones in total. 

5) 2026 Reference Case 

o Relocation of zones from Railway Drive to Corn Hill to support revised access requirements; 

o Loss of zone 19, the existing Gallan Corn Hill car park which will be developed upon as part of WIP; 

o 22 zones in total. 

6) 2026 Do-Something 

o Relocation of zones from Railway Drive to Corn Hill to support revised access requirements; 

o Loss of zone 19, the existing Gallan Corn Hill car park which will be developed upon as part of WIP; 

o Relocation of access to NCP Pipers Row car park from Pipers Row to Tower Street in order to support WCCE 

scheme.  

o 22 zones in total. 

 

4.4 Forecast Demand Scenarios 

Three different demand scenarios (matrices) were developed for use in the micro-simulation assessment.  These are outlined in 

Table 4.1 below. 

 

Demand Scenario  Assumptions 

2026 Do-Nothing Tesco development traffic + 30.8% background station and MSCP growth. 

2026 Reference Case 
Tesco development + 30.8% background station and MSCP growth + WIP development traffic.  
Relocation of access from Railway Drive to Corn Hill. 

2026 Reference Case w/o 
WIP development 

Tesco development + 30.8% background station and MSCP growth.  Relocation of access from 
Railway Drive to Corn Hill.   

Table 4.1 – 2026 VISSIM Demand Scenarios 

The full development of the 2026 matrices associated with the above demand scenarios are outlined below in Sections 4.5 – 4.7. 

 

4.5 2026 Do-Nothing – Matrix Development 

Whilst the traffic forecasting assumptions are outlined in Section 3, this section provides an overview behind the development of 

the traffic matrices associated with the 2026 Do-Nothing demand scenario. 

Firstly, the impact of the Tesco store was considered and the net change in turning volumes through Bilston Street Island 

roundabout (and subsequent upstream and downstream junctions) was calculated.  As outlined in Tables 3.9 and 3.10, the 

additional forecast demand at Bilston Street Island roundabout associated with the Tesco development was up to 237 additional 

two way movements per hour in the AM peak and 564 two way movements per hour in the PM peak. 

The second stage of the 2026 Do-Nothing matrices was the consideration of the existing pedestrian zone in force at the northern 

section of Piper’s Row between the junction of Berry Street and Lichfield Street, as well as the wider public realm proposals.  

Traffic count data obtained in 2012 for this junction and on-site observations, recorded that this traffic regulation order (i.e. 

restricting access for this link to only buses, taxis and goods vehicles) was being violated.  Given the proposed public realm 

improvements within the study area, it has been assumed for the purposes of the assessment that by 2026, this pedestrian zone 

would be fully enforced with no future violation.  As a result, the distribution of the matrix was amended such that all cars deemed 

to be violating the pedestrian zone within the base matrix were re-assigned to an alternate route.  This re-distribution of trips 
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associated with the pedestrian zone enforcement had a small net increase on the amount of trips within the matrix.  Given the 

extents of the modelled study area, the majority of these trips were included into the final 2026 Do-Nothing Matrix as two 

separate demands. This was to account for the wider re-assignment throughout the whole network.  

Once the enforcement of the pedestrian zone on Pipers Row had been fully considered within the matrix build, the reversal of 

direction of Queen Street needed to be considered.  As Queen Street had been reversed in direction, traffic in the 2012 base 

matrix to this arm no longer had a viable route given that Queen Street is a one way link.  Therefore, all forecast trips to Queen 

Street were re-distributed to Tower Street where it was assumed given the proposed public realm improvements, these vehicles 

would be able to access Queen Street.   

The final stage of the matrix development was associated with the addition of background growth for existing trips to and from the 

rail station and station parking areas.  As outlined in Section 3, growth factors that have been extracted from annual passenger 

forecasts have been used for the purposes of the assessment.   Therefore, the existing volume of trips to / from the station and to 

/ from the station parking areas have been factored up by approximately 30.8% between 2012 and the 2026 forecast year.  In 

order to generate a level of origin demand from Queen Street in the 2026 Do-Nothing matrices, the 2012 base destination 

demand to this zone was transposed in order to generate an outbound quantum of trips and distribution. 

A full breakdown of the matrix totals associated with the development of the 2026 Do-Nothing VISSIM matrices can be found 

below in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. 

 

AM peak 2012 Base Step 1 - 2012 Base + Tesco 

Step 2 - 2012 Base + 
Tesco + Ped Zone 

Enforcement + Queen 
Street Reversal 

Step 3 – Final 2026 Do-
Nothing Matrix  

(inc 30.8% Station 
Background Growth) 

07:00 – 07:30 1879 1933 1971 2062 

07:30 – 08:30 5730 5965 6080 6274 

08:30 – 09:30 5407 5642 5750 5875 

TOTAL 13016 13540 13801 14211 

Table 4.2 – 2026 Do-Nothing – Matrix Development – AM Cars 

For the purposes of the VISSIM assessment the 2026 Do-Nothing AM Matrix totals for cars is approximately 9% higher than the 

2012 base matrix totals. 

PM peak 2012 Base Step 1 - 2012 Base + Tesco 

Step 2 - 2012 Base + 
Tesco + Ped Zone 

Enforcement + Queen 
Street Reversal 

Step 3 – Final 2026 Do-
Nothing Matrix 

(inc 30.8% Station 
Background Growth) 

16:00 – 16:30 2982 3239 3301 3363 

16:30 – 17:30 6423 6982 7087 7234 

17:30 – 18:30 6087 6612 6779 6967 

TOTAL 15492 16833 17167 17564 

Table 4.3 – 2026 Do-Nothing – Matrix Development – PM Cars 

Table 4.3 above demonstrates that the 2026 Do-Nothing PM matrix totals have approximately 2000 additional cars than the 2012 

matrix totals, which equates to approximately 13% growth.  It is evident from the above and in conjunction with Table 3.10, that 

the level of forecast Tesco related development traffic is significantly higher in the PM peak. This is likely to have a more 
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profound impact on the operation of the network when compared with the AM, in which Tesco is forecast to generate much lower 

levels of trip generation. 

In terms of the HGV matrices, no background growth has been applied to the base matrices.  The 2012 Taxi matrices have been 

factored up in line with the forecast annual passenger station growth, to ensure that the volume of taxis within the model in the 

vicinity of the station grows in proportion with the number of cars.  The total matrix volume for HGV’s and taxis are outlined below 

in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. 

 

AM peak HGVs Taxis 

07:00 – 07:30 109 51 

07:30 – 08:30    259    149 

08:30 – 09:30 304 216 

TOTAL 672 416 

Table 4.4 – 2026 Do-Nothing – Matrix Development – AM HGVs and Taxis 

PM peak HGVs Taxis 

16:00 – 16:30 96 92 

16:30 – 17:30 112 155 

17:30 – 18:30 71 164 

TOTAL 279 662 

Table 4.5 – 2026 Do-Nothing – Matrix Development – PM HGVs and Taxis 

 

4.6 2026 Reference Case – Matrix Development 

The development of the 2026 Reference Case matrix has been undertaken in a similar fashion to the above 2026 Do-Nothing, 

i.e. by taking into account Tesco development trips, public realm improvements and local highway network improvements such 

as the reversal of direction of Queen Street and the application of background growth to existing station and MSCP traffic. 

However, the two fundamental differences that are associated with the development of the 2026 Reference Case matrices are: 

1) Station and MSCP vehicular access location from Railway Drive to Corn Hill 

2) The inclusion of WIP development traffic  

 

Relocation of station vehicular access from Railway Drive to Corn Hill 

The first major consideration to be assessed when developing the 2026 Reference Case demand scenario was the relocation of 

vehicular access to the station and MSCP from its current position on Railway Drive to a new series of proposed access points 

on Corn Hill. 

VISSIM Zones 16, 17 and 23 have been relocated within the respective 2026 Reference Case and 2026 Do-Something VISSIM 

models from zone loading points on Railway Drive, to new vehicular access points on Corn Hill.  The relocation of these model 

zones can be seen pictorially by reviewing the different network layouts and zone structures in Figures 4.1 – 4.6. 

The relocation of these zones within the VISSIM model required a revised trip distribution for the existing station and MSCP trips 

to be ascertained, given the fundamental change in vehicular access arrangement.  As outlined in Section 3.5, the revised trip 
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distribution used for the development of the matrix was based on a corridor analysis utilising census travel to work data.  These 

census distribution factors have been applied to the factored up row and column matrix totals for VISSIM Zone 16 (station access 

/ short stay parking), Zone 17 (MSCP) and Zone 23 (taxi rank) in order to develop a new trip distribution both into and out of the 

new vehicular access points on Corn Hill. 

The extents of the modelled study area, and the fact that the 2012 base matrices were built using furnessed turning counts as 

opposed to a full origin destination survey, meant that the initial trip distribution from the station was unknown.  If the base 

distribution had been maintained in the 2026 Reference Case and Do-Something models, virtually all station traffic would have 

been assigned to and from the revised Corn Hill access points (for the station and MSCP) from zones in the north of the model, 

because this was the main route into Railway Drive in the base model.  In the absence of additional traffic count data such as 

origin destination surveys, or car parking interview surveys, which could be used to assess wider distribution patterns, a trip 

distribution methodology based on the origin census wards in relation to the revised access point (off Corn Hill) has been to 

distribute station and MSCP traffic to the network.  

It should be noted that for Zone 16, the row and column totals were balanced to provide a consistent inbound and outbound 

matrix volume under the assumption that all vehicular movements into the station access would be circular trips. 

As Zone 19, an existing surface level car park is due to form part of one of the parcels of development associated with the WIP 

any demand to / from this car park has been transferred into zone 17 which forms the new MSCP. 

 

Consideration of WIP Development Traffic 

For the purposes of the assessment, development traffic associated with WIP has been developed as a separate VISSIM matrix. 

Within the JMP TA for the WIP, the former development proposals provided a specified allocation of parking supply within the 

proposed MSCP (200 spaces) for the sole usage of development traffic.  However, it has recently been confirmed by Neptune 

and Centro that under the revised development proposals, there will be no specified development parking and with the car park 

open to station, development and general background traffic.   

Therefore, without such assumptions it is not possible to undertake a parking accumulation to forecast the volume of 

development traffic that would utilise the car park.  For the purposes of the assessment, it has been assumed that 50% of the 

total forecast development traffic would park within the MSCP with the remaining traffic parking in locations outside of the 

modelled study area.  This proportion has been used as part of a robust assessment, given the unavailability of any supporting 

evidence base. 

It is noted that the development traffic matrices have been developed for the full demand set, but applied with a 50% scaling 

factor in the VISSIM matrix, in order to allow flexibility for this development forecast proportion to be amended at a later date. 

The development traffic has been assigned only to and from VISSIM Zone 17, which represents the new MSCP.  In line with the 

revised trip distribution for background station, car park and taxi rank matrix development; the same distribution based on census 

travel to work corridor analysis has been applied. 

Tables 4.6 and 4.7 below outline the matrix totals relating to each stage of the matrix development. 
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AM peak 2012 Base 
Step 1 - 

2012 Base + 
Tesco 

Step 2 - 2012 Base + Tesco + Ped 
Zone Enforcement + Queen Street 

Reversal + Station and MSCP 
relocation inc 30.8% Background 

Growth 

Step 3 – 
Development 

Traffic 
(scaled to 

50%) 

2026 Reference 
Case 

Car Matrix Total 

07:00 – 07:30 1879 1933 2039 47 2086 

07:30 – 08:30 5730 5965 6212 172 6384 

08:30 – 09:30 5407 5642 5835 291 6126 

TOTAL 13016 13540 14086 511 14596 

Table 4.6 – 2026 Reference Case – Matrix Development – AM Cars + Dev Traffic (Cars) 

When compared with the base matrix totals, the 2026 Reference Case matrices include approximately 1600 additional cars, 

representing approximately 12% growth from the base. 

It should be noted that the relocation of the station access and MSCP to Corn Hill has marginally reduced the volume of trips 

within the overall matrices, prior to the addition of any Neptune development traffic.  This is due to the revised trip distribution 

used within the latter in such that some vehicles will approach the station access and MSCP from Sun Street. 

 

AM peak 2012 Base 
Step 1 - 

2012 Base + 
Tesco 

Step 2 - 2012 Base + Tesco + Ped 
Zone Enforcement + Queen Street 

Reversal + Station and MSCP 
relocation inc 30.8% Background 

Growth 

Step 3 – 
Development 
Traffic (scaled 

to 50%) 

2026 Reference 
Case 

Car Matrix Total 

16:00 – 16:30 2982 3239 3347 148 3495 

16:30 – 17:30 6423 6982 7188 271 7459 

17:30 – 18:30 6087 6612 6869 193 7062 

TOTAL 15492 16833 17404 612 18016 

Table 4.7 – 2026 Reference Case – Matrix Development – PM Cars + Dev Traffic (Cars) 

Table 4.7 above indicates that the 2026 Reference Case matrix totals are approximately 14% higher overall than base matrices. 

Therefore, the critical difference between the Do-Nothing (Section 4.5) and the Reference Case (Section 4.6) matrices is 

associated with the inclusion of the WIP development traffic and the associated relocation of the station access and new MSCP 

onto Corn Hill.  

There is no difference in forecast background growth to the station or MSCP in any of the scenarios.  The key difference is the 

inclusion of the development traffic and the change in distribution associated with the relocation of the key station and car park 

access points. 

It should also be noted that all of the forecast demand scenarios have taken into account changes to the VISSIM matrix 

associated with the planned local highway improvements. These include the reversal of direction of Queen Street and the new 

signalised junction of Queen Street and Pipers Row, which are planned to support the delivery of the wider public realm 

improvements within the City Centre.  The demand scenarios have also taken into account the pedestrian zone on the northern 

tip of Pipers Row between the junction of Berry Street and Lichfield Street/Fryer Street and Railway Drive and assumed that by 

2026 there will be no vehicular traffic violating this pedestrian zone. 
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